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After analyzing The Hate U Give movie script, I conclude that the intrinsic approach can 

be used to analyze this movie script. I use showing (direct) and telling (indirect) methods to 

analyze the characterizations of the characters. Then I use three functions of setting to analyze 

the settings in the movie script. The settings I use are setting of time, setting of place, and setting 

of atmosphere or mood. Then I also use the concept of plot, I analyze the plot such as exposition, 

rising action, climax, falling action and resolution. 

I also can conclude that the extrinsic approach can be used to analyze this movie script. I 

use the theory of form of racism by Neubeck to analyze what form of racism that experienced 

Khalil Harris in the movie script. According to Neubeck, there are two types form of racism; 

personal/individual racism and institutional racism. The racism that reflected in this movie script 

is institutional racism. The institutional racism here did by the police. I found that there are 

several bad treatments that did by the police to the black people. I analyze the racism that 

reflected in characterization, settings, and plot. The result is I found several dialogs that prove 

there is an institutional racism that happened in the movie script. The starting problem in this 

movie script is because of Khalil’s death. He is sixteen-year-old poor teenager that live with his 

grandmother and his brother. He can do anything to help his grandma except sell the drug. That 

fact became the reason why Khalil cannot get his justice after his death. Many people blame him 

as a bad person and deserve that death. After his death, there is no punishment or penalty to the 

White police or the murderer of Khalil. 

From The Hate U Give movie script, I can learn that there are many types of racism in 

this world. Every people or even institution can do the racism through their treatment to other 

people, either it is intentional or unintentional. In the Garden Heights where lived by Black 

people, it is normal for them to get bad treatment from The local Police. They will do some 

inspections with violence or even they will shoot Black people. In the movie script, the victim of 

this racism is Khalil Harris. Khalil as a teenager is the backbone of his family. He became a drug 

dealer to earn money. The money is for his sick grandmother who get diagnosed as cancer and 

for his little brother. His mother is never raise him and his brother, his grandmother did. He 

knows that it was wrong but he can do nothing to earn money easily. 

Garden Heights is mostly lived by poor household. Some of them who works with King 

Lords as leader of drugs in that area. This is become the reason why The Police have bad 
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stereotype over them. They think that Black people are bad and dangerous. During the 

inspections, they should ask Black people kindly without violence. In Khalil’s case, Khalil died 

because he holds a hairbrush which considered as a gun. As The Police, he shouldn’t shoot 

Khalil for that. He should say ‘put your hands up’ instead of shoots. Instead of get a severe 

punishment, A White Cop just get a light punishment and there are some people who blame 

Khalil as a bad teenager who sell the drug. After his death, many people are fight over justice for 

Khalil, especially Starr. Khalil would be so proud to have a supportive, brave and kind as Starr. 

 The moral value I get from this movie script is so many. But one thing important is we 

should be kind to whoever in this world. In real life, discriminations over race are still exist in 

countries that have several races. We should never differentiate people by their race, skin color, 

or physical appearance. We should never treat people different because they are different from 

us. In this world, we are equal in God’s eye. we are same no matter what color we are or where 

we from, we are equal, we are the same. Every Black, White, Asians, and every people in the 

world lives matter. 

 

 


